The optimal shape of flying wings for subsonic and transonic speeds is examined using a suite of tools developed around a three-dimensional, time-spectral Euler computational fluid dynamics solver. The first result in the study is a liftconstrained drag minimization, performed on an unswept, rectangular wing. When the spanwise twist distribution of the wing is varied the elliptic optimum predicted by low-speed inviscid theory can be reproduced. With this result as a reference, three different optimization formulations are explored. These consider the addition of bending moment constraints, static-stability constraints, and dynamic-stability constraints. In each case, the design space of the problem is explored using both planform and shape variables to determine the optimal shape. These techniques are used to show that the addition of stability constraints has a significant impact on the optimal surface shape of the wing. In particular, it is shown that at lower speeds, airfoil shape is sufficient to satisfy static-stability constraints, while dynamic-stability constraints require the addition of sweep. It is also shown that at higher speeds, airfoil shape is insufficient to satisfy either stability constraint, static or dynamic, and that the addition of sweep is necessary.
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I. Introduction
The design of flying-wing aircraft is a complex, coupled problem. In addition to the strong aerostructural coupling seen in typical aircraft design, there is a strong coupling between the aerodynamic efficiency of the outer mold line (OML) and the trim and stability of the aircraft. This strong coupling requires a delicate balance between optimizing the aircraft for aerodynamic performance and maintaining the necessary stability characteristics [1] . Thus, multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) is an invaluable tool in flying-wing design. While stability characteristics have been considered in aircraft MDO using lower fidelity tools [2, 3, 4] , as efficiency standards are increased, more accurate, higher fidelity analyses will be required in the design process to make the most of new configurations. Further, while high-fidelity aerodynamic optimization has matured significantly over the last twenty years [5, 6, 7, 8] , and aerostructural optimization has made great strides over the last ten years [9, 10, 11] , the ability to consider stability characteristics using high-fidelity aerodynamic information has not been incorporated. In this work, we examine a series of increasingly complex optimization problems to study the effects that various structural and stability constraints have on the optimal design. In particular, we examine the tradeoffs between optimal aerodynamic performance and the limits imposed by structural and stability constraints. The consideration of stability is enabled by the recently developed time-spectral stability derivative method [12] , which efficiently computes stability derivatives and their sensitivities using computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
The main body of this study is arranged in five sections. Section II provides a brief overview of the tools and methods used and gives references to other work with more details on each method or tool. Section III then provides a review of MDO methods with particular emphasis on the techniques used in this work. Section IV introduces the design problem and discusses the various optimization formulations that are used in the study. Finally, Section V presents the results, examining the qualitative and quantitative trends in the solutions.
II. Methodology
The methodologies used to conduct this study are driven by two main factors: the desire to consider transonic aircraft, and the desire to consider stability constraints. The first consideration necessitates, at a minimum, the solution of the Euler equations using CFD. The second requires the computation of the stability characteristics of the aircraft along with their sensitivities with respect to the design variables of interest. In this work, we model the aerodynamics with the time-spectral Euler equations and use an adjoint method to generate the necessary gradients for the optimizations. The use of the time-spectral equations allows for the computation of the stability derivatives necessary for the various stability-constraint formulations used. Details on the timespectral equations and the associated adjoint can be found in Mader and Martins [13] .
In addition to the flow solver, which is the core component of this work, a number of other tools are necessary. These include tools for optimization, geometry handling, and mesh handling. We also need a variety of simple auxiliary analyses to compute the constraints. These components are described below.
A. Optimization Algorithm
The optimization tool used in this work is pyOpt [14] , a Python-based optimization framework that allows the user to access, through a common interface, a variety of numerical optimization packages. The cost of each CFD solution is relatively high and there are hundreds of design variables. To make this optimization problem tractable, we use a gradient-based optimizer in conjunction with an adjoint method for computing the gradients [13] . pyOpt provides interfaces to a variety of gradient-based optimizers, both open source and licensed. We have chosen to use the pyOpt interface to SNOPT [15] , an SQP-based optimizer, because SNOPT is proficient at handling large nonlinear optimization problems.
B. Geometry Modeling
The geometry model has a series of layers. The top layer is a conceptual design description based on simple planform variables. This level of the geometry is handled by pyACDT [16] , a Pythonbased, object-oriented aircraft design tool. This tool models the planform of the aircraft and provides information for the conceptual-level mass and inertia computations used in the computation of the stability constraints.
The high-fidelity geometry representation is modeled by pyPSG [17] . This tool is used to create a watertight surface representation of the aircraft, a set of spline volumes enveloping the aircraft, and a set of reference axes inside the aircraft. The set of volumes enveloping the aircraft is used in conjunction with a free form deformation (FFD) technique [17] to handle the detailed geometry manipulations during the optimization. The surface points on the CFD mesh are embedded parametrically in these spline volumes, such that when the volumes are moved or deformed, the CFD surface mesh is modified as well. The reference axes are used to tie together the control points of the FFD volumes enveloping the aircraft. By tying the control points to a reference axis, we are able to create the effect of physical design variables such as sweep, twist, taper, area, span, and chord, which are more meaningful to a designer than the location of arbitrary control points. The geometry is structured such that the planform changes specified in the pyACDT geometry layer are transferred to the CFD surface mesh through these reference axes.
C. Mesh Deformation
Once the CFD surface mesh has been deformed, that deformation needs to be propagated to the CFD volume mesh. This is handled using an efficient mesh deformation technique developed by Kenway et al. [17] . The CFD mesh is represented by a coarse finite-element mesh, which is deformed using the perturbations of the coarse mesh surface nodes as input values. The finiteelement equations are solved, and the large surface deformations are propagated to the remainder of the volume mesh. Then, an algebraic mesh deformation scheme, based on trans-finite interpolation, is used to propagate the surface deformations to the blocks immediately adjacent to the surface. This provides a fully updated volume mesh to the CFD solver.
D. Geometry Constraints
To make the results more realistic, we include two geometry constraints in the optimizations. The first is a set of thickness constraints, included to prevent the optimizer from making the wing unrealistically thin. These constraints are implemented by computing thicknesses at various locations in the wing and constraining those values to be no smaller than the initial values; the locations are defined by the user. We constrained the thickness to maintain the thickness of the NACA 0012 profile at the 1%, 50%, and 99% chords at ten evenly spaced stations along the wing.
The second geometry constraint is a constraint on the leading-and trailing-edge control points of the FFD volume. If these points are allowed to move freely, they can reproduce the same degrees of freedom as twist variables, producing an ill-posed optimization problem. To prevent this, we constrain the control points at each of the leading and trailing edges to move in equal and opposite directions so that the midpoint of the FFD does not move with the shape variable perturbations.
E. Center of Gravity Calculation
We implement a relatively simple wing center of gravity (CG) calculation. The method is derived from the work of Chai et al. [18] , where the authors state that the wing CG for a normal transport wing is located between the fore and aft spars along the wing mean aerodynamic chord (MAC). Since flying wings are the focus of this study, we assume that this estimate of the wing CG is a reasonable estimate of the CG for the entire aircraft. Thus, we allow the CG to vary as a design variable over a range of one mean aerodynamic chord. As shown in Fig. 1 , this range runs from the rear spar forward, where the rear spar is assumed to be at 75% of the MAC chord location.
F. Moment of Inertia Calculations
The calculations for the moments of inertia are based on first principles. We discretize the surface of the wing into a mesh of surface cells, each of which is assigned a thickness. The area, thickness, and density of each of these cells allows the wing to be represented as a mesh of lumped masses as shown in Fig. 2 . We then use these masses to compute the moment of inertia of the wing skin. Because the first-principles method approximates only the moment of inertia of the wing skin, we add an additional multiplier to the computation to account for the remaining mass distribution in the aircraft. This parameter is given to the optimizer as a variable to allow it to satisfy the constraints in the dynamic-stability constrained optimization.
G. Root Bending Moment Constraint
The root bending moment constraint is included to take into account the structural implications of the varying wing shapes. There are well known trade-offs between aerodynamic and structural performance for wings, the most prominent of which has to do with the effects of span. Increasing the span reduces the induced drag. However, for a given lift distribution and total lift, a span extension also increases the bending moment at the root of the wing. This in turn requires a heavier structure to support the aerodynamic load. A similar effect is caused by wing sweep. For shearing sweep-where individual sections of the wing are translated in the flow-wise direction to sweep the wing-the effective structural length of the wing increases as the wing is swept. This can be counteracted by reducing the span of the wing or washing out the wing tip to increase the portion of the lift generated on the inner portion of the wing. Both of these modifications introduce trade-offs between induced drag and wave drag at transonic Mach numbers. Therefore, if span and sweep are used as design variables, it is necessary to account for these trade-offs between aerodynamic performance and structural weight. We use the root bending moment as a proxy for the structural performance of the wing. The assumption implicit in this approach is that two wings with the same root bending moment require the same amount of material to support the load on the wing and thus have the same weight. This is a relatively simplistic assumption, but it serves as a useful metric for including structural considerations in the optimization.
To compute the bending moment coefficient, we integrate the pressure over the aircraft to get This computation yields the values of C fx , C fy , C fz , C mx , C my , and C mz , which are the force and moment coefficients in the three principal Cartesian axes. We then specify a bending reference point, x bend , at the root of the wing. This is the point about which the net bending moment is calculated. We calculate the bending moment as follows:
wherec ref is the reference chord length, C b is the total root bending moment coefficient, and C bendx and C bendz are the Cartesian components of the root bending moment about the bending reference point at the wing root. Figure 3 illustrates the various components of this calculation. Note that since the torsional component of the wing moment is nonzero, the effective bending moment is not necessarily aligned with the wing. Also note that as the wing is swept, this torsional component increases, causing the combined effective bending moment to sweep with the wing. Therefore, we assume that the wing can be supported normal to the effective total bending moment, regardless of the wing sweep and pressure distribution. Thus, only the total magnitude of the bending coefficient, C b , is considered. Note that the reference value of C b used to constrain the wing has a significant effect on the optimal
Assumed support orientation design. We use the value from the elliptical optimum-computed at M = 0.5-as the reference value. We then scale this value with the root cross-section to ensure that as the optimizer increases the aspect ratio of the wing, the allowable bending moment is reduced to account for the reduced second moment of the area at the wing root. The reasoning behind this scaling is based on the definition of bending stress,
Rearranging to get an expression for the moment and performing a dimensional analysis yields
Note that because we are assuming a constant t/c ratio, both the thickness and chord dimensions scale with L. Therefore, if we express the moment in terms of coefficients, with A constrained to be constant in the optimizations, we get:
Thus, for constant qA, the allowable bending moment must be scaled with L 2 to enforce a constant allowable bending stress at the wing root. Note that in this specific case L is the ratio of the optimized root chord and the initial root chord of 1 m.
H. Stability Derivatives
The stability constraints used in this work are based on linear flight dynamic theory. This theory uses aircraft stability derivatives to represent aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft in a state-space model. We calculate the aircraft stability derivatives using the time-spectral stability derivative formulation developed by Mader and Martins [12] . This approach is similar to the methods presented by Murman [19] and Da Ronch et al. [20] and is motivated by the complex numbeṙ α derivative methodology outlined by Etkin [21] . It is essentially a forced oscillation technique.
A time-spectral CFD solver is used to generate the solution for a prescribed oscillatory motion. This periodic solution is then used, with a linear regression technique, to generate estimates for the functionals of interest: the force or moment coefficient, the derivative of the coefficient with respect to the oscillating parameter, and the derivative of the coefficient with respect to the time derivative of the oscillating parameter. We are interested in the derivatives of the lift, drag, and pitch moment coefficients (C L , C D , C m ) with respect to α, q and their time derivatives,α,q. The simple algebraic nature of this method allows it to be used in conjunction with an adjoint method to efficiently compute the necessary gradients.
I. Stability Constraints
One of the main contributions of this work is the development of a methodology that allows for the inclusion of CFD-based stability information in aerodynamic shape optimization. This section outlines how we use the stability derivatives and the resulting linear flight dynamics model to formulate stability constraints for the optimization problem. Two stability constraints are considered: one based on static stability and one based on dynamic stability. A discussion of other stability criteria for a flying-wing configuration can be found in Agenbag [22] .
Static Longitudinal Stability
To develop a static-stability constraint, we turn to the definition of the static margin. First, consider the definition of the moment coefficient,
where h CG and h NP are the streamwise locations of the CG and the neutral point respectively, normalized by the MAC. Differentiating with respect to α yields
or, using stability derivative notation,
Defining the static margin, K n , as the distance between the CG and the neutral point normalized by the MAC,
and substituting this relationship back into Eq. (7) results in
This can be rearranged as
Thus, by specifying a static margin, we can determine a meaningful value for C mα . Up to this point, the discussion has been completely general and applicable to any aircraft. By examining Eqs. (5) and (7), we can gain insight into how the various stability conditions may be satisfied for the particular case of a flying wing. Equation (5) shows that the moment coefficient is dependent on the moment about the neutral point-which does not change with the angle of attack-and the location of the neutral point with respect to the CG. Thus, the optimizer can trim the aircraft by altering three parameters: the moment, the neutral point position, and the CG position. The moment coefficient about the neutral point is altered either by changing the airfoil shape-adding reflex to the airfoil-or by twisting down the wing tips on a swept wing. The neutral point of the aircraft is altered primarily by changing the sweep of the wing. Finally, the CG location of the aircraft can be altered by changing the sweep of the wing or by shifting the payload location. However, Eq. (7) shows that the neutral point and CG locations both impact C mα and hence the static margin. Thus, the optimizer must simultaneously adjust the wing sweep and shape as well as the payload location to trim the aircraft and create an acceptable static margin. These elements are discussed along with the results in Section V.
Short-Period Approximation
As a precursor to the discussion on the dynamic-stability constraint, we introduce the short-period approximation to the standard linear flight dynamic model. This approximation assumes that the variation in forward velocity (u) is negligible and that the short-period characteristics of the aircraft can be modeled by changes in the pitch rate (q) and the angle of attack (α) alone. In this case, the vertical velocity (w) is used in place of the angle of attack, where
To begin, we define a simplified version of the flight dynamic model based on the degrees of freedom described above, the details of which can be found in McRuer et al. [23] . This gives:
Ultimately, as we show later in this section, the handling-quality analyses we are interested in require the frequency and damping ratio of the aircraft. These values can be determined from the characteristic equation of the 2 × 2 system in Eq. (12) . As shown in McRuer et al. [23] the relevant characteristic equation is
Comparing this to the typical second-order characteristic equation,
yields
and
We can now use the frequency and damping ratio of the short-period mode to evaluate the control anticipation parameter (CAP), which is used as the dynamic-stability constraint in this study.
Control Anticipation Parameter
The CAP technique quantifies the handling qualities of an aircraft based on its short-period characteristics. The fundamental idea behind this approach is that a pilot's ability to fly an aircraft precisely along a given flight path is related to their ability to anticipate the response of the aircraft. Bihrle [24] relates the pilot's ability to anticipate response to the ratio of the aircraft's instantaneous pitch acceleration and its steady-state normal acceleration:
However, these quantities are not necessarily simple to evaluate. Therefore, with a little rearranging, Bihrle [24] provides the following expression:
where n α is the change in lift force (in gravities) with angle of attack:
We can now use the stability derivative methods and short-period approximation described earlier to compute the necessary values. The United States Military has specified acceptable limits for the CAP and damping ratio for various combinations of aircraft and flight conditions [25] . For an aircraft at cruise (Category B), these limits are shown in Table 1 . 
III. MDO Solution Architecture
An MDO architecture is the method used to handle the coupling between disciplines in a multidisciplinary optimization problem [26] . Over the years, numerous architectures have been developed to handle this coupling including monolithic architectures such as MDF [27] , IDF [27] , and SAND [28] and decompositional architectures such as CO [29] , CSSO [30] , BLISS [31] , and ATC [32] .
In this work we use a hybrid of the MDF and IDF approaches. The analyses used herein can be decomposed into four disciplines: geometry, aerodynamics, structures, and flight dynamics. The task of coupling the disciplines is simplified greatly by the fact that, for the analyses used in this work, there is no feedback between disciplines. Thus, the tightly coupled MDF architecture amounts to a sequenced evaluation of the disciplines. However, when adjoint methods are used, coupling the derivatives of the various disciplines is not straightforward. This motivates the use of the IDF architecture, which requires only the individual discipline sensitivity analyses and greatly simplifies the computation of accurate gradients.
Despite this apparent advantage, there are some disciplines for which tight coupling is a better choice. The coupling between the geometry and the aerodynamics, for example, requires a large number of coupling variables: there are typically thousands of mesh points on the surface. In an IDF architecture, this would add thousands of variables and constraints to the problem, which would unnecessarily increase the complexity of the optimization. By tightly coupling the geometry surface to the aerodynamics, we can remove these coupling variables.
The other area where tight coupling makes sense is between the aerodynamics and the structures. The bending coefficient calculation is based on six force and moment coefficients, of which only one, C mz , is already present in the optimization. Separating these two disciplines would require the solution of five additional adjoint problems per optimization iteration. By tightly coupling the aerodynamics and structures, we can reduce this to a single additional adjoint problem for the bending coefficient. A detailed overview of each optimization problem is presented in the following section. Note that all of the optimization diagrams that follow are presented in the extended design structure matrix (XDSM) format of Lambe and Martins [33] .
IV. Optimization Study Definition
The baseline wing used for the current study is a straight, rectangular wing with a NACA 0012 airfoil profile. The wing has a half span of three meters and a chord of one meter, giving the wing an aspect ratio of six. The wing has a taper ratio of one and a leading-edge sweep angle of zero degrees. The details of the geometry are summarized in Table 2 . This test case is based on the induced-drag validation case proposed by Hicken and Zingg [8] , who demonstrate that one can use this wing, with sections twisted about the trailing edge, to reproduce the elliptical distribution outlined by lifting-line theory. In particular, they highlight the use of a straight trailing edge, with spanwise sections twisted about the edge, to minimize the impact of nonplanar effects in the wake. We use this configuration as the initial geometry in this set of optimizations. The twist-only optimization outlined in Section C reproduces the elliptical result and can be used as a point of comparison for the remaining optimizations. This provides a means of quantifying the effect of the various stability constraints on the optimal solution. All of the optimization results are computed on a 1,105,920-cell mesh. The mesh has a C-O topology and is split into 32 blocks, with the surface mesh having 97 points spanwise and 81 points from the leading edge to the trailing edge on each of the top and bottom surfaces of the wing. The farfield boundary is approximately 15 chords from the wing and the off-wall spacing of the mesh is 1 × 10 −3 m at the leading edge and 5 × 10 −4 m at the trailing edge with a hyperbolic spacing in between.
A. Mesh Convergence
To demonstrate the accuracy of the mesh used, we have performed a mesh convergence study, the results of which are shown in 
B. Design Variables
Two sets of design variables are used: one involving only planform variables and one involving planform variables as well as 280 surface-shape design variables. These surface-shape design variables-the control points of the FFD volume-modify the surface shape of the wing and affect both its streamwise and spanwise profile. Table 4 shows the primary design variables that alter the shape and planform of the wing as well as the variables that affect the flow condition of the test case, while Table 5 shows the compatibility design variables introduced as a result of the hybrid IDF-MDF architecture used. when the associated disciplines are included in the problem statement.
C. Reference Problems
Baseline Problem
As a first step, we formulate a problem to find the angle of attack, α, and CG location, x CG , that yield a trimmed aircraft at the target value of C L for each Mach number. This problem is formulated as:
Note that the lift-coefficient constraint is formulated as an inequality constraint rather than an equality constraint. Because the induced drag is proportional to C 2 L , reducing C L also reduces the drag. Therefore, the optimizer will drive C L as close to zero as possible, making an upper limit on C L , i.e., an equality constraint, unnecessary.
Twist Optimization
As a second benchmark, we perform a twist-only optimization for the subsonic case (Mach = 0.5). This problem is designed to reproduce the elliptical result from lifting-line theory and is formulated as:
In this optimization, twist variables θ i are added to control the lift distribution, and the full CG calculation is added to control the location of the CG. Note that the aircraft is trimmed during the optimization by forcing the pitch moment coefficient about the CG, C m , to be zero. However, since the location of the CG is allowed to move-through the variable CG % -the aircraft can be trimmed without changing the aerodynamic shape.
Bending Moment Constrained Optimizations
As a third and final benchmark, we consider an aerodynamic optimization problem with a structural constraint. In this problem, span (b), sweep (λ), and area (A 1 ) are added as additional design variables and a root bending moment constraint, C b , is added to keep these variables within sensible bounds. The value of the bending coefficient at the root is that of the elliptical optimal solution at Mach = 0.5. Additional compatibility constraints for the root chord, c root , and the calculated area, A 2 , are also added to account for the new flexibility. This problem is formulated as: 
D. Static-Stability Constrained Problems
The first stability constrained formulation is based on the static margin. By introducing this constraint we can ensure that the optimal design has the desired static margin. This formulation is as follows:
Note that K n is the static margin and that additional constraints have been added for C 
E. Dynamic-Stability Constrained Problems
The dynamic-stability formulation used in this work is based on the CAP parameter described in Section II. This formulation builds on the previously described static-margin formulation and can be written as:
We have added two primary constraints to the static-margin optimization, a CAP constraint and a ζ sp constraint. These constraints define the appropriate limits for the dynamic-stability parameters. The range of allowable CAP values constrains the allowable short-period frequency, and the damping ratio, ζ sp , is constrained directly. We have also added IDF constraints for C t D , C t mα , and C t mq to reflect the addition of these variables for the computation of the dynamic-stability parameters. Figure 5 depicts the solution process for this formulation. The static-margin case is a subset of this case and can be visualized by removing the dynamic-stability constraints and their associated variables from the figure. 
V. Results
This section summarizes our results and findings. We present the results of the various formulations in order, identifying the effect of each constraint on the optimal solution. The optimizations are conducted at M = 0.5, 0.7, and 0.85 respectively to compare the effects of the subsonic and transonic flow regimes on the solution. A short summary of the most significant parameters is shown in Tables 6 through 10. The table results are sorted by Mach number and design variable set and will be referred to throughout the following discussion. All optimizations have been converged to C L = 0.30000 and C m = 0.000001.
A. Reference Problems

Baseline cases
The solutions for M = 0.5, 0.7, and 0.85 are shown in Figs. 6 through 8. The solutions at the three different Mach numbers each have different characteristics. The solution at M = 0.5 is fully subsonic, with a correspondingly peaky C p distribution on the airfoil. Both the neutral point of the wing and the required center of gravity to trim are slightly forward of the wing quarter chord. This generates a C mα of 0.002 with a corresponding static margin of -0.04%, so the baseline wing is mildly unstable at M = 0.5. The drag coefficient for this case is 49.5 counts. The M = 0.7 case is just starting into the transonic regime and the inner half of the wing exhibits a weak shockwave near the leading edge. The location of the center of gravity to trim the aircraft is slightly further forward than in the M = 0.5 case but is still near the quarter chord. The neutral point is also shifted slightly forward. This generates a C mα of 0.087 with a corresponding static margin of -1.49%. Thus, the M = 0.7 baseline case is slightly more unstable than the fully subsonic case. As expected, the drag coefficient increases in this case, to 55.7 counts. The M = 0.85 case is fully in the transonic regime and exhibits a strong shockwave on the aft half of the airfoil. As a result, the neutral point and the center of gravity location to trim are significantly farther back, near the half chord. Because both the CG and the neutral point are shifted, the instability is actually smaller than for the M = 0.7 case, giving a C mα of 0.055 and a static margin of -0.73%. However, the drag for this case is the highest of the three at 399 counts. Note that the free stream parameters (pressure and density) have been scaled such that the dynamic pressure q is the same for all cases. 
Twist-Only Case
The twist-only formulation yields the solution shown in Fig. 9 . The optimal lift distribution achieved with this formulation closely approximates that of the elliptical solution. The exception to this is the area near the tip; this is because this location consists of complex three-dimensional flows that violate the assumptions used to derive the elliptical result. Further, the predicted drag of the twist optimized wing is 48.9 counts, within 2.5% of the theoretical value of 47.7 counts for this wing. This leads to a span efficiency of 0.977. 
Bending Moment Constrained Cases
The root bending moment constrained optimizations have the same design variable flexibility as the stability constrained cases described in Sections B and C. Therefore, they should be able to produce shapes with lower drag than those for cases with stability constraints. These optimizations provide the best indication of how much performance is sacrificed to ensure that the stability constraints are satisfied. The results for the planform-only optimizations are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 , and the results including shape variables are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Note that there is no shape optimization result for the M = 0.5 case, because the airfoil shape has little impact on the drag of a subsonic wing in inviscid flow.
Comparing the elliptical solution shown in Fig. 9 to the bending constrained case at M = 0.5, shown in Fig. 10 , we observe some subtle yet important differences. In the bending constrained case, the optimizer takes advantage of the span variable to reduce the induced drag. The added flexibility of the span variable allows the optimizer to reduce the drag an additional 1.4% from the twist-only optimum, from 48.9 to 48.2 counts. The extended span can be seen in Fig. 10 , which compares the optimized wing to the original wing, shown as a black outline. Note that this increase in span is limited by the allowable root bending moment and comes with a corresponding movement away from an elliptical lift distribution.
In the M = 0.7 case, shown in Fig. 11 , the optimizer adds a significant amount of sweep to the wing. This causes a trade-off between induced drag and wave drag. The added sweep reduces the effective Mach number normal to the wing leading edge, thereby reducing the strength of the leading-edge shock. With sufficient sweep, the Mach number normal to the leading edge of the wing is reduced below the critical Mach number, eliminating the shock wave and the corresponding wave drag. However, adding sweep increases the effective root bending moment. Thus, as sweep is added, the span must be reduced to meet the bending constraint. This is evident in the difference in span between the M = 0.5 case shown in Fig. 10 and the M = 0.7 case shown in Fig. 11 . The net result is that the planform-only M = 0.7 case has a drag coefficient of 52.1 counts, lower than the baseline M = 0.7 case at 55.7 counts but higher than the M = 0.5 bending constrained case at 48.2 counts. Note that because of the addition of sweep and twist, this case now has a positive static margin of 0.75%. When shape variables are added, the need for sweep to reduce wave drag is eliminated and, as shown in Fig. 12 , the optimizer does not sweep the wing, allowing for a larger span. Further, there is now a significant change in the C p distribution on the wing. The individual sections now show a rooftop pressure profile at the leading edge, allowing the maximum section C p to stay below the critical C p for the wing, thereby eliminating the wave drag on the wing. As a result, the drag is significantly reduced, to 49.7 counts, within 1.5 counts of the subsonic result. Note that the planform is now similar to the optimal M = 0.5 planform in Fig. 10 . However, it is also important to note that without any stability constraint, the optimizer has produced a result that has a negative static margin of the order of 10%.
At M = 0.85, the optimizer produces the features typical of supercritical transonic airfoils for the individual airfoil sections. The sections show a rooftop C p profile and are highly aftloaded. However, even with these transonic airfoils, the wave drag is not entirely eliminated, so the optimizer introduces some sweep in the design to mitigate this effect. This added sweep causes a corresponding reduction in the span to maintain the required bending moment. This produces a wing with a drag coefficient of 57.9 counts, significantly better than the 399 counts of the initial wing but not as good as the 49.7 counts of the M = 0.7 wing. Note that because of the aft-loaded nature of these airfoils, the neutral point of the wing is significantly forward of the required CG location for trimmed flight, leading to a highly unstable wing with a static margin of -23.5%.
B. Static-Stability Constrained Problems
The planform-only, static-margin constrained optimization at M = 0.5, shown in Fig. 14 , shows an increase in sweep relative to the baseline case. The optimizer adds sweep and wash-out to trim the aircraft for a more forward CG position. In this case, the magnitude of the changes is sufficient to generate the necessary separation between the neutral point and the CG for a 5% static margin. Note that because of the static-margin constraint, the drag coefficient has now increased to 51.2 counts, an increase of 6% relative to the bending constrained case. When shape variables are added, this additional sweep is not necessary to stabilize the aircraft. As shown in Fig. 15 , the optimizer is able to use the shape variables to modify the C p to achieve the same effect. In this case, the C p distribution, especially near midspan, has developed negative lift near the trailing edge, which alters the C m NP of the wing. This allows the optimizer to shift the CG forwardstabilizing the wing-using CG % while still maintaining a trimmed state. Because the wing is in a stable trimmed state without sweep, there is no increase in the bending moment associated with sweep. Therefore, the optimizer is again able to increase the span from the baseline value of three meters. This produces a drag coefficient of 48.0 counts, essentially equivalent to that of the bending constrained case.
In the planform-only optimization at M = 0.7, the optimizer again adds sweep and twist to create separation between the neutral point of the wing and the CG location of the aircraft while maintaining a trimmed state. As can be seen in Fig. 16 there is now visible separation between the neutral point and the CG location. Once again, the sweep added to satisfy the static margin requires a span reduction and the resulting drag coefficient is 53.2 counts, higher than that for the bending constrained case. Again, the addition of shape variables allows the optimizer to unsweep the wing without sacrificing performance. As shown in Fig. 17 , the optimizer uses the shape variables to alter the C p distribution of the wing to trim the wing in a stable state. In this case, in addition to adding the negative lift near the trailing edge, the optimizer has flattened the C p distribution at the leading edge of the wing, eliminating the pressure peak and thereby reducing the wave drag. Thus, The M = 0.85 case, shown in Fig. 18 , is physically a more challenging problem for the optimizer. As in the previous bending constrained case, the optimizer attempts to reduce the wave drag with the airfoil shape. However, it is unable to produce the heavily aft-loaded airfoils that are optimal for this case because they lead to an unstable design. As a result, it is forced to compromise between reducing the drag and satisfying the static-margin constraint. These compromises show up in different ways at different sections of the wing. At the wing root, the C p profile is spread over the entire chord of the section with significant lift generated at both the leading and trailing edges and relatively little lift mid-chord. The mid-wing section exhibits a rooftop C p distribution over the front half of the foil, helping to reduce the wave drag of the wing. However, the addition of the static-margin constraint prevents the optimizer from extending this trend over the entire foil. As a result, there is a fairly constant amount of lift generated over the forward two-thirds of the foil with negative lift at the trailing edge. The optimizer has also added more sweep to the wing than in the comparable bending constrained case. As discussed earlier, this reduces the effective Mach number that the wing sees and allows tip washout to contribute to the wing trim.
In addition to this general discussion, there are two specific secondary characteristics that are worth highlighting. First, the optimizer adds a significant loading to the bottom surface of the leading edge of the wing at the root. This forward loading helps to reduce the moment of the root section. Also, the optimizer has developed an interesting inflection in the camber of the mid-wing airfoil. At the trailing edge, the airfoil starts to develop the high camber shape typical of transonic airfoils, but partway to the trailing edge the foil develops reflex to help reduce the moment of the wing. An interesting feature of this result is that it has produced a solution with only 56.4 counts of drag, lower than the 57.9 counts for the bending constrained case. The latter solution turns out to be a local optimum. By restarting the bending constrained problem at the static-margin constrained optimum, we get the optimal solution listed as bending V2 in Table 10 , which is essentially the same as the static-margin constrained optimal solution. Thus, the static-margin constraint prevents the optimization from falling into the local optimum produced in the initial bending constrained case, producing the lower drag result.
C. Dynamic-Stability Constrained Problems
The CAP constrained optimizations add dynamic-stability constraints to the problem. This requires the consideration of extra stability derivatives and the mass moment of inertia of the aircraft. The optimal solution for the CAP constrained planform-only optimization at M = 0.5 (Fig. 19) is essentially the same as the static-margin result from Fig. 14: it has 51.3 counts, within 0.1 counts of the static-margin solution. This is because the moment-of-inertia multiplier is able to raise the moment of inertia sufficiently to satisfy the CAP and damping constraints. If the moment-of-inertia multiplier were limited to a smaller value, the optimal solution would likely be more highly swept with a larger static margin and a higher drag. An interesting result from the addition of the dynamic constraints is that the addition of the shape variables no longer produces an unswept wing. As shown in Fig. 20 , the optimal solution now has almost 20 degrees of sweep. This results largely from the need to maintain a sufficiently high moment of inertia to satisfy the damping requirements. As a result, the optimal solution still has 51.5 counts of drag, essentially the same as for the cases without shape variables. Another interesting side effect is that the section profiles no longer exhibit any reflex at the trailing edge. This is because the optimizer is now able to use sweep and tip washout to trim the aircraft without any additional penalty, so the C p distribution is not required to add reflex to do so.
As for the previous CAP constrained cases, at M = 0.7 the shape variables are not sufficient to allow the optimizer to reduce the sweep of the wing to zero. Again the optimal results from the bending constrained case and the static-stability constrained cases have insufficient damping to satisfy the dynamic constraints, so even with shape variables, additional sweep is required to satisfy the frequency and damping constraints. As a result, the CAP constrained case produces a drag of 50.9 counts, more than a full count higher than that of the bending and static-margin constrained cases. Note that the added sweep causes the static-margin constraint to be inactive, although the mid-span section still develops a significant amount of reflex.
At M = 0.85, the CAP constrained result is essentially the same as the static-margin constrained result, differing by only 0.2 drag counts. Because the shape variables are not sufficient to allow the sweep to be completely eliminated at the higher Mach number, the static-margin case has enough sweep to ensure dynamic stability given a sufficient moment of inertia. Thus, the optimal result exhibits the same combinations of C p distributions and planform variables as in the static-margin constrained case. 
D. Convergence Histories
The convergence histories for the M = 0.7 cases are shown in Fig. 23 . This figure shows the wide range of convergence rates for the various optimization problems. Surprisingly, the bending constrained case with shape variables takes the fewest iterations. One would expect the simplest optimization, the bending constrained case with planform-only variables, to converge most rapidly. However, this turns out not to be the case. On the other hand, as expected, the static-margin and CAP constrained cases with shape variables take the longest. This seems to indicate a relatively flat design space around the optimal solution. Note that these cases were converged to a tolerance of 5 × 10 −5 , while the remainder of the cases were converged to a tolerance of 1 × 10 −6 . Also note that the CAP constrained optimization with shape variables was started from the static-margin constrained optimum, so it has been shown starting at iteration 77, the end of the static-margin constrained optimization. 
VI. Conclusions
In this work, we explored the effects of static-and dynamic-stability constraints on the optimal shape of flying wings. The results showed that stability constraints have a significant impact on the optimal shape of the wing. In the subsonic regime and the lower end of the transonic regime, airfoil shape can be used to satisfy the static-stability constraints without significant degradation in performance. For these flow regimes, using airfoil shape is preferable to using wing sweep and twist to satisfy the static-stability requirements. At higher transonic Mach numbers, the degradation in performance is unavoidable, and the addition of sweep is necessary, regardless of the airfoil shape, to achieve satisfactory results. The same can not be said for the dynamic-stability constrained cases. The study showed that for the subsonic and low transonic cases, sweep was required, regardless of the airfoil shape, to raise the damping ratio of the aircraft to acceptable levels. At the higher speed in the transonic regime, the static-stability constrained results required sufficient sweep to be feasible for both the static-and dynamic-stability constraints. Thus, the results of this study 
